Five solutions-oriented ocean stories for 2021

From collaboration with fishermen to whale-sensing smart cameras, kick off the United Nations' Decade of Ocean Science with these inspiring stories.

Watch Full Measure: "The Search for Life"
WHOI researchers discuss the search for life on ocean worlds beyond Earth.

New network to track the Ocean Twilight Zone
A suite of moorings, tags, and floats will offer round-the-clock monitoring of the mesopelagic.

Image of the week: "Behold the Yokozuna slickhead!"
This species was literally named "sumo grand-champion" by the Japanese scientists who found it.

Did you miss the last Ocean Encounters livestream?
Watch the latest episode: "Saving the North Atlantic Right Whale" today.

WHOI IN THE NEWS

CAPE COD TIMES
Study: Acidic ocean could devastate Cape Cod and Islands shellfish industry

THE ATLANTIC
Life is Tough for Teenage Parasites

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION NEWS
Researchers discover an immense hydrocarbon cycle in the world's ocean

POPULAR SCIENCE
5 famous environmental disasters where humans and nature healed together

Where are WHOI Ships Now?
START TRACKING ➔
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